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Dead Frogs 

 

Zack Ruggles’ eyes were closed, but he was awake. In a tree near his window, a couple of 

kookaburras were laughing. Zack was sure it wasn’t a very good thing to wake up to the 

sound of mocking laughter even if the birds didn’t mean it—it made him feel stupid and 

worthless before the day had even started. Mornings like this, he went so far as to partially 

blame the kookaburras for his thirteen-year foray into being an insignificant and repulsive 

thing. If sticky-out ribs, astigmatism and arms like drinking straws weren’t enough he had, 

over the weekend, spawned a pimple in the exact, mathematical middle of his forehead. He’d 

had pimples before and was actually relieved by their appearance because about a year ago 

he’d had serious concerns about whether he would hit puberty. Sneaky downward glances at 

Calvin Adcock and Vic Palmer after swim practice had startled him—not only did they have 

Hair there, but their thingies were, like, proper (Palmer’s was sea cucumberish) and their ball 

sacks flowing and polished. Zack could count the number of hairs he had there (seventeen, 

and blonde) and his ball sack looked like the exposed brain of an upside-down cat. 

            But The Pimple. The Pimple began Friday evening as a discolouration, progressed to a 

pulsing bump on Saturday and by midday Sunday was a bullet’s oozing entry wound. Or a 

tiny volcano. Or the all-seeing, all-knowing third eye of a malnourished ogre. 

Zack touched his forehead—The Pimple had grown. He was certain it had the exact 

dimensions of a cut-in-half squash ball. He got out of bed and looked in the mirror. It was 

precisely like a lopped squash ball, except deep red, with a puckered centre. He pressed The 

Pimple and his finger made a dent, like a head’s imprint on a memory foam pillow. When he 

moved his head from side to side, whatever was inside The Pimple made a sloshing sound. He 

pushed his fringe down to see if it would cover it, but of course it was about a half-centimetre 

off. 

Zack knew what Travis Thatcher would say. He’d point to Zack’s forehead and say, 

“Who’s your friend?” and everyone would laugh. Someone like Vaughn Booth or Tristan 

Benson would call him “Sphincter Head,” and Zack would laugh and just take it. Vaughn 

Booth had a big dark hemorrhaging mole on his neck and Travis Thatcher’s mom was obese 

and picked him up from school in her pajamas but no one ever said anything about the mole 

or the fat mom. Zack imagined scenarios in which he did say something, i.e. (to Vaughn) 

“What do you feed that thing?” or (to only child Travis) “Did your mother eat your other 

sibling?” Something like that, something witty and heroic, and everyone would commend 

Zack for finally saying something re. the mole or fat mom. But this wouldn’t and couldn’t 

happen to guys like Vaughn and Tristan and Calvin and Vic. Guys like that owned cigarettes 

and could hit sixes and had French-kissed Corrina Whinery and/or Adrianna Sessions and/or 
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Goldie Eason; Zack was a renowned dropper of crucial catches for the 5th XI, his surname 

was Ruggles and now he had a seeping, bum-like crater in his forehead. 

“I feel weird,” Zack told his mother in the kitchen. 

She was not exactly slim either, but she was nowhere near as fat as Travis’ mom. Plus 

at least her face was pretty and her name was Tessa. Travis’ mom’s name was Flora, like the 

margarine she probably ate a tub of every morning. And also Zack’s mother wore what Zack 

believed was known as a “pant suit”. She worked 8:30 to 4 at a travel agency and used one of 

those secret agent telephone headsets.  

“Weird how?” 

“I have flu-like symptoms.” 

“Such as?” 

“Fever. Aching joints. General fatigue and vertigo.” 

Just as Tessa Ruggles was about to place a palm to Zack’s forehead she must have 

spotted The Pimple. Her eyes expanded, and instead of placing a whole palm she placed three 

fingers to the left of the monstrosity. Tessa’s eyes were like photographs he’d seen of nebulas 

in deep space—irises of jagged blue that exploded green around the pupils. To feign a sweat, 

Zack did fifty star jumps in his room shortly before breakfast. He could tell by his mother’s 

tone that the effect had already faded. 

“Oh yes, you’re positively on fire,” she said. 

“I should not under any circumstances operate heavy machinery.” 

“No. I think the best treatment is to wait in bed until your mother goes to work, then 

spend the rest of the day in the swimming pool. How does that sound?” 

On the way back to his bedroom, Zack passed the spare bedroom filled with boxes. 

The boxes had things written on them like ‘Clothes’, ‘Books’ and ‘Miscellaneous’. Three 

black wetsuits hanged from the knobs of the wardrobe, and four oxygen tanks were lined up 

in a corner. The stuff had been there for three weeks and the room smelt of neoprene and sea 

water. This was the smell of his father. He was a specialist diver who repaired pipes and 

cables deep in the sea. It was a very dangerous and very cool job. When Zack told other boys 

what his father did for a living no one believed him—how could such a whiny, uncoordinated 

wuss have sprouted from the jizz of a deep-sea diver? Not a fuck, mate. Not. A. Fuck. 

The Ruggles lived on thirty acres of land in Taradale that had been in Dad’s family 

for three generations. Most of it was dry bush and eucalyptus forest, but a year ago Dad built 

stables and bought three horses, named Aeron, Jaya and Bala. The idea was that Dad, Mom 

and Zack would go for stunningly-lit outrides and camp in the forest. They’d sit around a fire 

eating marshmallows and telling good-humoured stories of yore, etc. But on the first and only 

outride/camp, Mom’s horse, Jaya, got spooked by a snake and bolted, and a bat flew into 

Zack’s head. By the time they got to the camp site, Mom could hardly walk due to thigh/back 
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spasms and Zack was convinced he had contracted rabies (“I feel tingly,” etc.) Dad erected 

the tent and disappeared into the forest to do some manly moping. When he returned, he said 

fuck the tent and they all got back on their horses and plodded back through a solemn gloom 

that smelt unmistakably of Vicks VapoRub. 

Since then, Dad decided only he should ride the horses. However, while he was 

away—which was sometimes for months at a time—he assigned Zack to feed the horses and 

muck out the stables. He led them to pasture in the morning, then stabled them in the evening. 

He liked the sound of their grinding teeth and the swish-swish of their tails as they batted flies 

away. But Zack feared the horses. Or maybe fear was the wrong word. He thought about it 

sometimes in bed at night, thought about the way he felt when he was around the horses, 

walking with them and feeding them and sharing their stables. It was kind of like fear but he 

didn’t believe the horses would ever hurt him, it was just they were so big and muscular and 

the ground shook when they walked. He saw a cavernous silence in their eyes, like they knew 

who he was and who he would become. He believed, if they could speak, and if Zack asked, 

they could tell him the exact day and manner in which he would die and that this 

knowledge—for they knew it about all who looked into their eyes—is what gave their gaze its 

thunder. The feeling he felt when he was in the horses’ presence was similar to the feeling 

he’d felt that one time at a train station when he’d seen a train coming towards him. It was 

night and it was dark and the train had a single light on the front and the light was dim and 

yellow and as the train got nearer, the platform shuddered and the air around him sparked. He 

recalled a story about a man who’d jumped in front of a train and, seeing/feeling that dark 

train hurtling towards him, the boy had perfectly understood why someone might feel a 

sudden urge to leap in front of a speeding train, in the same way people felt the need to kneel 

and bow their heads when they entered a church and saw a statue of Jesus. Over the years 

Zack wondered if this memory of a train was real because his mother said the only time they 

took a train was when Zack was eight months old and he couldn’t possibly remember this, but 

so where did these images/feelings come from? Anyway, the way Zack felt when he thought 

about the memory of a train speeding towards him in the dark was the way he felt when he 

was around the horses. The train’s dim yellow light was the horses’ eyes. 

Last month, when his father was diving in the Philippines, there was a heat wave and 

Zack got lazy. He fed the horses, but he didn’t feel like cleaning the stables. The one day he 

did, it was 42°C and he felt dizzy and nauseated inside the dark, shit-smelling stables. The 

day his father got back Zack was reading his room when he heard the man shouting from the 

stables. “Zack! Zack! You little bastard, the stables are full of shit!” His father’s heavy steps 

earthquaked the house and Zack dashed under his bed. His father came into the bedroom—

Zack could see his Wellingtons, smeared with red Australian dust. His father’s voice rang 

against the walls. “Zack! Where are you? I’m gonna kill you!” The “ck” of Zack’s name 
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sounded blocky, like a choke of blood in his father’s throat. Zack felt a hand around his ankle 

and got yanked out from under the bed. In trying to writhe free, Zack twisted his knee at a 

hideous angle and screamed but his father already had him dangling upside down. He used his 

son like a punching bag, hitting him in the stomach and ribs. The pain was bleach white and 

star-shaped. “I asked you to do one thing! One bloody thing!” Mom came rushing into the 

room. “What the hell are you doing? Let him go!” There was so much shouting, so many !’s 

bouncing on the floor and bursting open. Dad didn’t seem to hear Mom—he carried on, 

landing a few more punches on Zack’s stomach/ribs. That was when Mom pounded Dad’s 

back with her fists and when Dad shouted, “Fucking stop that!” his voice sounded shaky from 

the vibrations of Mom’s punches. When Mom didn’t fucking stop, Dad threw Zack on the 

bed and grabbed Mom by the wrists but Mom was suddenly possessed by that strength that 

supposedly allows a woman to lift a car to get to her baby underneath, etc., and she broke free 

from Dad’s mighty hands and landed a right hook on his face—a fantastic bony thump 

resounded—and to everyone’s amazement the hairy super-diver stumbled back like a 

tranquilised gorilla and, on his way down, clipped his head on the corner of a set of drawers. 

Blood instantly flooded from his head. Zack shouted, “Yes!” and Mom went, “Oh shit!” and 

Dad, “What the bloody fuck!” Mom wrapped a towel around Dad’s head and rushed him to 

the hospital. When he got home, he packed his stuff into boxes while Mom shouted more bad 

words at him, things that can’t be repeated here. Early next morning Zack heard Dad leave 

and he hadn’t been back since.  

 

 

When he heard Mom’s car go down the driveway, Zack got out of bed and into his swimming 

costume. He checked The Pimple in the mirror again—no discernible changes but at least it 

wasn’t bigger. He moved his head from side to side again to listen to the thick sloshing inside 

it. He despised The Pimple but also felt a searing anticipation re. what would come out of it 

when it finally exploded. The bruises on his ribs were yellow. 

            The boy prepared a bowl of Froot Loops that overflowed with milk and loops when he 

lifted it from the counter and took it into the lounge. The kookaburras were still howling but 

he could also hear the cicadas. He thought of them as nature’s radio static, the way they 

hissed and trilled and made his brain slow down. Zack watched re-runs of Home and Away 

while he ate breakfast. Recently, he definitely detected a pinkish ringing Down There when 

he saw certain girls on TV. He decided he liked brown-haired girls with long, pepperminty 

arms. Sometimes he made a fist and kissed the soft area below the thumb—tongue and all—

while imagining it was the mouth of such a girl. Sticking your tongue into someone else’s 

mouth and rolling it around was actually quite gross and it confused Zack as to why, knowing 

it was gross, the idea made the centre of his chest boil. It was like some new part of him, 
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some new version of Zack Ruggles, had grown inside him, inside a womb in the midst of his 

chest, and would soon burst out like that baby alien in Alien. After making out with his lower 

thumb area, Zack dried off the spit and linked his two hands together and tried to feel what it 

felt like to hold hands with a girl this way. His pulse thumped between his fingers and when 

he thought about what it must be like to hold hands with a girl and feel her heart beating fast, 

the hot throb in his chest got even hotter and his breath got funny. He wondered if/when he 

would experience this feeling for real and what the girl’s name would be and how she would 

look. He liked girls who were good at sport and had skew teeth. He liked girls with names 

like Casey and Amy and Tammy, basically any girl with a name ending in a ‘y’ would do, 

except Mandy. At school, he enjoyed poetry class but didn’t tell/show anyone because it was 

embarrassing and because everyone else moaned and said poetry was a load of shit. He had 

written poems to Anne Drake, a girl in his class who didn’t know he existed. Once, he put 

a poem in her school bag without her seeing and though he never saw her read it, he liked 

picturing her finding the poem and reading it her bedroom while wondering about the 

tormented soul who wrote it. He would like a girl with brownish hair and pepperminty arms 

and skew teeth and muscular but not too muscular thighs, with a name ending in ‘y’, who 

read poetry and so hated the world she would eventually jump from a cliff into a foggy sea. 

            Zack’s feet glided over cool grass, scrambled across scorching bricks then hit water. 

The pool was lukewarm and before Zack did anything he scanned the surface for drowning 

insects and rescued them. He placed them—ants, beetles, dragonflies—on the bricks and on 

the ones that looked critical, Zack blew on them CPRishly. Sometimes it worked and the 

insect bucked up and walked/flew away, other times the thing stayed dead. Sometimes he 

found bloated frogs lying belly-up on the water or sometimes they were at the bottom, eyes 

still open. He thought of them fighting and struggling to get out the pool, seeing dry land just 

over the edge but slipping on the tiles and back into the water, over and over, just as they 

were about to reach safety. He was glad there were no dead frogs today. 

            The sky’s blue was relentless and made the sound of a choir. Zack put on goggles and 

slipped under water. He swam a little like this, slithering through the quiet, then surfacing to 

take a breath. He lay back and pictured Earth from space, the whole globe. He pictured 

Australia, then Victoria, then Taradale, then the farm, then himself, adrift on the water. He 

waved at whoever was looking down from such a great distance. He took a deep breath and 

exhaled so he dropped to the bottom. From here, the water’s surface was the glimmering, 

wrinkled sky of another planet. Sound here was a shape that enveloped him and pressed on 

his ears. Zack had no idea where his father was. Mom had said nothing since the morning he 

left. Just those boxes in the room. 

His father had once shown him a photograph from a dive he did somewhere in the 

Pacific. All Zack could see was the white glow of the divers’ lights and the spark of the 
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welder. “The rest is complete darkness,” Dad had said. Now, Zack closed his eyes underwater 

to imagine it. He had to dare himself to do it, dare himself to see how long he could keep 

them closed. Closing his eyes underwater, and without breath in his lungs, was frightening 

and something else. Like this, Zack felt he did not exist. He felt disappeared, invisible, 

unreachable. He longed to stay in this place but his body would not allow it. He wondered if 

his father ever felt this way when he was on the ocean floor, if he ever wanted to drop his 

tools, turn off his light and walk into all that silence. Who could stop a man from doing this? 

            He liked the idea of a girl who used two dots instead of three for an ellipsis. He didn’t 

mind the name Claire and would like her to have delicate tanned wrists and wear a tiny watch 

that she leaves in his room one day and he keeps forever in a tin.  

            After a few more lie-downs at the bottom of the pool, Zack pulled himself out and 

stretched out on the wet bricks. He lay on his back, not only because of his ribs but also so the 

sun would work on The Pimple, which pulsed and leaked chlorine. While his body warmed, 

he pictured Anne Drake. She fit none of Zack’s the prerequisites w/r/t The Ideal Girl—she 

was blonde and had flawless teeth, her name did not end in ‘y’, and she was only vaguely 

pepperminty—yet out of all the girls, she was the one who made him most squirmy. She was 

somewhat fat and her eyes were the exact colour of grape-flavoured sherbet sweets. He did 

not know how he would ever speak to her. He turned over and did seven press-ups, the most 

he had ever done. “Down there you may as well be on Jupiter,” Dad had said. “If something 

goes wrong, you’re pretty much fucked.” Zack’s father’s biceps were as big as mangoes and 

he had a six-pack and wore a very special watch that told you how deep in the ocean you 

were. When Zack was younger and they played in the pool, his father used to launch him off 

his shoulders. They played cricket even though Zack was rubbish at it. He could hug his 

father back then and his father smelt of sweat but not in a bad way. His father gave him an old 

razor with no blades in it and they used that brush to smear shaving foam on each other’s 

faces and Zack pretended to shave. “Always go against the grain,” his father said but Zack 

never knew what he meant. Now it was weird to hug his father, and his father shouted so 

much and always seemed stormy and faraway. Zack was sure he disappointed him because of 

his weak arms and unsportiness and shyness. He wanted to change this but he couldn’t make 

any progress. No matter how many press-ups he did, or how much he practiced catching a 

tennis ball, nothing changed. And when he tried to act like he wasn’t shy, people knew and 

they looked at him in a way that made him even more shy and stupid. Sometimes his father 

would say, “Come on, boy, let’s get a waffle,” and they’d go to the waffle place together but 

they wouldn’t know what to talk about and his father got annoyed when Zack couldn’t finish 

all his waffle and he’d drive home really fast while Zack looked out the window and said 

sorry Dad, sorry, sorry, sorry, but for what, he didn’t know. It was as though a thick slab of 

squash court glass was placed between them and they both knew it was there but they 
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couldn’t figure out how to get around it even though all they had to do was walk a couple of 

metres either way to find each other. 

 

 

I’d better feed the horses and muck out the stables, Zack thought. He checked the clock in the 

kitchen—12:18. He went to his room and put on a t-shirt and his Wellingtons. At his desk he 

wrote three lines on a piece of paper: And we sank to the bottom of the ocean together / To lie 

forever / In your grape-coloured dark. This would be a good beginning or ending of the next 

poem he would hide in Anne Drake’s bag. Incredible lines like this often came to him out of 

nowhere. Zack believed this meant he was some kind of genius and that one day women 

would queue to spend just a few minutes with him. 

Aeron wasn’t in his stable. Aeron was the biggest of the three. Aeron was a dappled 

grey. Aeron was Dad’s horse. Zack’s face collapsed in on itself and his knees dissolved. Jaya 

and Bala looked out their stables in opposite directions. When Zack approached them with 

bunches of hay, they snorted and dipped their heads. “Where’s Aeron?” he said. He rubbed 

their faces while they ate but all he could think about was Aeron. Every so often Jaya or Bala 

would sort of shrug-shudder and all their muscles rippled and spasmed under their shiny coat. 

They smelt of tree bark. “Where did Aeron go?” he said, and he scanned around for a sight of 

him. The land was flat—only the forest obscured the horizon. Zack recalled the night before, 

when he put the horses in their stables. He couldn’t remember if he’d closed Aeron’s, but 

surely he did. He was very careful about this. His SPF must have washed off in the pool 

because his neck, arms and sunken face were burning. He pictured Aeron in the forest, 

walking among the trees, his hooves’ unyielding steps the only sound in the great green hush. 

Knowing Aeron was out there made the forest seem more important, more alive, as if Aeron’s 

presence within it—unchecked and undetermined by humans—had awakened the forest from 

a dream or that Aeron walking inside the forest was a dream the forest was having. 

            On holiday in Perhentian Island in Malaysia three years ago, Zack had gone out on a 

boat with Dad to see him dive. He’d watched his father kit up then tip backwards off the boat. 

The water was clear enough that Zack could see his father descending, see his breath’s 

bubbles rise up and break on the surface. Eventually the bubbles stopped and Zack lost sight 

of his father and it was just him and the boat guy bobbing on the waves. For the hour that his 

father was under the ocean, Zack understood that the distance from togetherness to separation 

was not very far at all and it was possible for two people to reside in the same place but exist 

in different worlds. Leant over the boat’s edge, searching for his father, Zack considered that 

all he had to do to be with his father was jump into the water and sink to where he was. He 

wondered how long he would have to hold his breath for to reach his father; if he could make 

it there he could return to the surface sharing his father’s oxygen. This was when things with 
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his father still felt normal, when they could talk about things and it wasn’t strange/creepy to 

hold hands. The promise had been that when Zack was a few years older, his father would 

teach him to dive and they could go diving together. It would just be the two of them down 

there, gliding and unreachable, belonging to their own mysteries. 

            Now Zack was in the forest, himself part of the dream. The eucalyptuses groaned and 

their leaves vibrated against the sky. The cicadas were hysterical. VapoRubbed secrets about 

Zack and his pin-pricked place in the universe fluttered and screamed around him. They were 

secrets the boy had felt for a very long time but could not assign words, shapes or images to. 

The secrets had the same power as the horses and the train and his mind’s photograph of his 

father dropping into the depths, except these secrets seemed closer to his understanding; they 

were things he was on the verge of grasping and being altered by in desirable and irretrievable 

ways. He stood still for a while, then he whistled. “Aeron?” he said. “Come on boy, where are 

you?” and he watched his voice finger through the trees.  

            He walked deeper into the forest, checking the ground for hoof prints and/or 

droppings. He’d been in the forest many times but never this far without his father. All of it 

looked unfamiliar and unchanging. It was cool here. Maybe that’s why Aeron came—to 

escape the relentless heat. Or maybe, just like humans from time to time, he wanted to be 

alone, to disappear from view. Zack thought about bringing Anne Drake here. He imagined 

holding hands with her and reciting his poems as they strolled among the trees. They would 

reach a clearing and lie on the ground and Anne’s dress would ride a little way up her plump 

thighs. Just thinking about this made Zack’s heart do idiotic things. After a while Anne would 

turn and look at him and her purple eyes would be drugged and sorrowful and she would put 

her mouth to his and her tongue would taste of electricity and hot bread. Her cheeks would 

glow red and little sounds would come from her throat and their bodies would drop away, and 

as rain fell between the leaves they would laugh and be only this. 

             

 

Zack thought he heard his name. He’d dozed off thinking about Anne Drake’s wobbly thighs, 

which often in Zack’s fantasies were damp for no discernible reason. He sat up and listened 

again. There it was—his father’s voice coming from the house. Zack, Zack, Zack—the dry 

waves of his name gushing into the forest. The boy had the sudden urge to pee. He stood in 

front of a tree and let it come out while his name continued to find him. When he was 

younger and played hide-and-seek, if he was the hider he always needed to pee. It was 

something Weird that happened to him. He remembered occasions when he’d pissed under 

his bed and behind his bedroom door. When Mom or Dad had smelt it he blamed the cat. 

Now, the Weird Thing was happening again. 

            “Zack, where are you?” 
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            Zack was trying to locate his father by the direction and loudness of his voice. He 

estimated he was at the swimming pool. He couldn’t tell if his father was angry or what. If he 

got turned into a human punching bag for not mucking out the stables, imagine what would 

happen if Aeron was missing. But did horses even go missing? Zack had never seen a 

LOST!!! poster with a picture of a horse on it. Only dogs and cats and humans got lost. 

            “For fuck’s sake, Zack, I know you’re home.” 

            He was closer now, at the edge of the forest. Zack wasn’t sure how deep in the forest 

he was until he heard his father’s voice. He was actually pretty far in. Some impossible extra 

dribbles of piss came out and wet his underpants. 

            “I just want to talk to you.” 

            Zack took a few steps towards the voice then stopped. The sun had dropped in the sky 

but was still spitting nasty little rays at him. His vision became a little fizzy. He wanted to 

shout Aeron’s name again. He wanted to float up past the trees so he could look down and 

find him.  

            “Come on, Zack. Stop wasting my bloody time. I have to go before your mother gets 

home.” 

            Surely a trick. Once he was out in the open, there’d be nowhere to hide. In here, he 

was thin enough to vanish behind a tree (one of the few advantages of having drinking straw 

arms.) No, he wouldn’t come out. Mom would be home in a couple of hours. 

            “Zack.” 

            The voice was closer now. 

            “I’m sorry, Zack. Just come out, mate. I want to see you.” 

            Zack stayed where he was. A moment later a dark wind swarmed through the forest. 

Birds alighted from the trees. The cicadas stopped. Zack and his body weren’t sure what was 

happening but they knew something was happening. He forgot to breathe. His chest thumped 

like a cartoon chest when a cartoon boy sees a cartoon girl, the heart pink and veiny and all 

the way out to here. Footsteps and the fracture of twigs. He turned his head, trying to locate 

the source, but the forest mangled and confused the sounds. He breathed very slowly and 

very quietly—innnn… ouuuut—and when his breath came out it trembled, like it’d developed 

a stutter. All around him howled. More footsteps. The crack of branches. He pictured his 

father moving through the forest, his t-shirt indented by his chest, those thick arms and that 

huge watch. Dad’s eyes were dark brown and didn’t shine. 

            Zack stood beside a tree and straightened his body, arms taut at his sides. A perfect 

line of ants ran up the trunk. His eyes stung a little. Louder now, the footsteps. Don’t speak. 

Don’t piss. He closed his eyes. He made himself believe if he couldn’t see his father, his 

father couldn’t see him. He tried to power himself into a dream, or wake from this dream into 

a different one. The words of his next poem dropped into him, secretly. 
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The wind died and the earth went cold. The black behind his eyes turned blacker. A 

second later, the boy felt a warm breath on his neck. 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 


